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Avecto looks at the role that privilege management, application control 
and sandboxing solutions play in complying with the EU General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR).

The EU General Data Protection Regulation replaces the Data 
Protection Directive and will apply to all member states without 
requiring changes to national legislation. The new regulation is 
intended to harmonize data protection rules across EU member states 
and improve data protection for EU citizens. GDPR also encompasses 
the processing of data held on EU residents by companies outside of 
the European Union.

While unifying data protection rules across EU member states will 
make it easier for non-European organizations to comply with the 
regulation, fines of up to 4% of annual turnover, can be imposed in the 
case of a breach. Organizations will be obliged to disclose breaches 
within 72 hours or face tough penalties. 

Personally Identifiable Information

Personally Identifiable Information (PII) refers to data held about 
EU citizens that, if disclosed, could result in damages to those whose 
information has been compromised. PII might include medical 
records, biometric data, passport numbers, and Personally 
Identifiable Financial Information (PIFI) such as social security and 
credit card details. Information that might not be considered PII, 
such as first name and surname, can become PII if linked to other 
data. 

An organization’s data assets should be identified as part of a risk 
assessment, including how data is stored and accessed, what level 
of risk it’s exposed to, and whether it contains PII. Data assets might 
be stored in application databases, server file systems and on end 
user devices.

      In future, firms 
breaching EU data 
protection rules could 
be fined as much as 4% 
of annual turnover - for 
global internet companies 
in particular, this could 
amount to billions.
Jan Philipp Albrecht, Parliament’s 
lead MEP on the regulation
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Encryption

PII should be encrypted across the network and when at rest on disk. 
IPsec policies can be established to ensure data is encrypted as it 
moves between network nodes. Disk encryption can take the form 
of full disk encryption, which protects data if the disk is stolen or 
someone gets physical access, or the Encrypted File System (EFS), 
which protects individual files on a per-user basis. 

Server applications often have built-in encryption capabilities. 
Microsoft SQL Server supports Transparent Data Encryption (TDE), 
which encrypts table data at rest without needing to modify client 
applications, and Office 365 Message Encryption (OME) makes it easy 
for users to encrypt email messages if the Office 365 subscription 
includes Microsoft Azure Rights Management.

Encryption is a complicated topic and the services of an expert should 
always be employed when deciding how data will be protected.

Server and client security

Misconfigured servers are often the cause of major data breaches. 
Sometimes left unpatched, or simply due to minor configuration errors, 
attackers can find an entry point that might facilitate direct access 
to unencrypted PII, or privilege elevation by leveraging unpatched 
vulnerabilities.  

Secure baseline configurations for all devices and proper change 
control procedures help ensure that security is maintained. End user 
devices should be secured in a similar vein to servers, maintaining 
known configurations with the help of Privilege Management and 
Application Control solutions.

      Encryption is a 
complicated topic 
and the services of an 
expert should always 
be employed when 
deciding how data will be 
protected.
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Privilege management and 
application control

Restricting the number of administrator accounts and implementing 
a change control process are both critical to maintaining the 
configuration integrity of servers and client devices. Domain 
administrator accounts should only be used directly on domain 
controllers (DCs) and never for supporting end user devices or member 
servers. 

End users should be issued with standard user accounts. 
Administrative privileges allow users to modify system configuration, 
bypass security controls and run processes that could compromise 
PII or device configuration. By default, processes inherit the privileges 
of the logged in user, which means an attacker could exploit an 
unpatched or zero-day vulnerability to launch a process without the 
user’s knowledge.

User Account Control (UAC) can be used to provision Protected 
Administrator accounts, where users run without administrative 
privilege most of the time but can elevate privileges on demand; or 
users can be provisioned with two sets of credentials: standard and 
administrative. But both options weaken security, and in the latter 
case requires additional management of user accounts.

The deployment of standard user accounts, however, brings 
challenges. Legacy applications often require admin rights and many 
system-level tasks cannot be performed as a standard user, such as 
installing unsigned drivers or using troubleshooting tools like chkdsk, 
which makes supporting standard users more difficult, especially in 
the case of remote workers. 

Additionally, because portable apps, scripts, and Windows Installer 
(.msi) files can be run without administrative privileges, and potentially 
pose a threat to PII and system integrity, application control should be 
used to enforce a whitelist of approved executables to protect the user 
space from malicious activity. 

      Insider crimes are more 
costly or damaging than 
incidents perpetrated by 
outsiders.
PwC Global State of Information Security 
Survey 2015
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      Rights Management 
enables IT to impose 
controls on what users 
are able to do with the 
information they have 
access to.

A privilege management solution can be used to grant individual 
processes enough rights to function properly, while leaving the logged 
in user account protected with standard user privileges. With the help 
of privilege management, IT staff can also use standard user accounts 
to manage servers and only elevate privileges as required.

Data leakage protection

USB disks and other forms of removable media not only provide 
a potential entry point for malware but also a convenient way to 
export large amounts of data. There might be legitimate reasons for 
exporting data to removable media but this should be carried out using 
approved, encrypted devices if the data contains PII. 

Group Policy can control which portable devices users connect to 
PCs and block programs that automatically run when a CD or DVD is 
inserted. Application Control solutions provide additional protection 
against malware by blocking programs that might be installed on 
removable media.

Rights Management enables IT to impose controls on what users are 
able to do with the information they have access to. For example, 
if a user is able to open and read a document that contains PII by 
definition of the NTFS access rights assigned to the file, Rights 
Management might add restrictions such as preventing cutting and 
pasting information, printing, and forwarding the document by email.

Windows Integrity Levels (ILs) block some forms of inter-process 
communication but a Sandboxing solution provides greater protection 
by controlling the flow of information in and out of applications. If a 
user visits a compromised website or opens an infected document, 
a Sandboxing solution restricts the malicious code to a constrained 
environment, thus protecting data users might have open in other 
application windows. 
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      88% of insider threat 
actions can be attributed 
to privilege abuse.
2014 Verizon Data Breaches 
Investigation Report

Malware protection

Signature-based antivirus is less effective than it once was, but it 
still has a role to play as part of a defense in depth security strategy. 
Because malware often assumes users have administrative privileges, 
standard user accounts block the majority of viruses. But hackers 
also understand that malware increasingly needs to work when UAC is 
enabled, so an application control solution is useful for ensuring only 
whitelisted processes can run.
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About Avecto

Avecto is an innovator in endpoint security. 

Founded in 2008, the company was established to challenge 
the status quo that effective security leads to user lockdown. 
This philosophy of security + freedom promotes a positive user 
experience across every software implementation, allowing 
organizations to strike just the right balance. 

Its unique Defendpoint software makes prevention possible, 
integrating three proactive technologies to stop malware at the 
endpoint. This innovative software has been implemented at 
many of the world’s most recognizable brands, with over 8 million 
licenses deployed.

Attention to detail is paramount, with a team of qualified and 
experienced technology consultants to guide clients through a 
robust implementation methodology. This consultative approach 
provides clients with a clearly mapped journey against measurable 
objectives to ensure project success. 

The company has placed in the top four of the Deloitte Fast 50 for 
the last two consecutive years, making it one of the UK’s fastest 
growing software companies as well on the global stage.

UK 2014
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